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Abstract 

 

Background: Stroke is a condition that causes damaged to the brain either by 

blockage in the blood vessels or rupture of the blood vessels. It is one of the leading 

cause of death. Objectives: To find out the effectiveness of Frankle exercise  on 

balance and Function for post stroke patients. Methodology: Experimental study 

design was used in this study. 28 patients with stroke were randomly assigned into 

two groups among them 14 patients were assigned into experimental group received 

Frankel with Conventional Physiotherapy and another 14 into control group received 

only conventional physiotherapy. Total treatment sessions were twenty-four 

comprising of 3 sessions per week for 4 weeks. Outcome measurement tools: Berg 

balance scale (BBS) has used to measure balance, FIM and timed up and go (TUG) 

has used to measure mobility. Analysis of data: Inferential statistics such as paird t 

test, and unpaired t test was done for BBS, FIM and time up and go by using SPSS 

version 25. Results: After observing pre-test and post-test score the significant 

improvement was found only in TUG test . P-value was <0.05. But in BBS and FIM 

there was a mean difference . Conclusion: These results showed  statistical significant 

value on TUG but there was a mean difference in BBS and FIM, which indicate that 

frankel exercise with conventional physiotheapy can be an effective therapeutic 

approach for stroke patients with balance and function  problems.  

  

Key words: Frankel exercise , Stroke, Conventional physiotherapy.  
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 CHAPTER-I                                                             INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background  

According to  World Health Organization  stroke is a  'rapidly developed clinical signs 

of focal (or global) disturbance of cerebral function, lasting more than 24 hours or 

leading to death, with no apparent cause other than of vascular origin’. One of the 

most frequent causes of a persistent motor impairment of the upper and lower limb is 

stroke ( Braakhuis et al. 2021). 

Stroke is a leading cause of serious long-term disability .Stroke can be classified 

within WHO's international classification of function, disability, and health  which 

provides a framework for the effect of stroke on the individual in terms of pathology 

(disease or diagnosis), impairment (symptoms and signs), activity limitations 

(disability), and participation restriction (handicap)  (P Langhorne et al.2011). 

In every society, stroke is a considerable cause of death and disability which is both a 

preventable and a treatable disease (Galvin et al.2012). 

Stroke incidence is approximately one million per year in the European Union. 

Approximately 50%-60% of stroke patients still experience some degree of motor 

impairment. Approximately 50% are at least partly dependent in activities-of-daily-

living (ADL) (Belda-Lois et al., 2011). 

Stroke survivors with these functional impairments and activity limitations face many 

challenges to play their roles in the family, work, and community activities . Mobility 

impairment is one of the most common deficiencies after a stroke that increases 

physical inactivity, sedentary behavior, and physical disability among stroke survivor 

(Gelaw et al. 2019) .     

 Stroke  occurs when the blood supply of the brain is reduced. When this happens, the 

brain does not get enough oxygen that’s why the brain cells start to die. Normally 

Strokes occur when the blood supply to the brain becomes interrupted or blocked, due 

to thrombus, emboli or hemorrhage. A stroke is a medical emergency that need 

immediate treatment when it occurs. During a Stroke, the brain doesn’t take enough 
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nutrients or oxygen, causing brain cells death. Stroke needs early diagnosis and 

treatment as soon as possible to decrease or minimize brain damage treatment of 

stroke depends on the type of stroke, whether it is ischaemic or hemorrhagic  (Shoeb, 

2020). 

In india , the age-adjusted prevalence rate of stroke was between 250-350/100,000 in 

the last decade. Recent studies showed that the age-adjusted annual incidence rate was 

105/100,000 in the urban community of Kolkata and 262/100,000 in a rural 

community of Bengal. The ratio of cerebral infarct to hemorrhage was 2.21. 

Hypertension was the most important risk factor. Stroke represented 1.2% of total 

deaths in There has been more than 100 per cent increase in incidence of stroke in 

low- and middle-income countries including India from 1970-1979 to 2000-2008 

(Pandian and Sudhan, 2013).           

 Balance is a main aim of rehabilitation for patients living with stroke, because it is 

associated with independent mobility . Physical activity and exercise have been 

established to be beneficial to stroke patients in terms of improvement in walking 

ability and balance ( Manko,  Pieniążek  & Jekiełek 2019). Balance is an indicator to 

determine the degree of independence of the elderly in performing daily activities.( 

Ghadiri et al 2021).   

Balance problems are common after stroke and are of importance in mobility and 

activities of daily living (ADL) (Carod-Artal et al., 2005). ‘Practicing of balance’ is 

one of the most frequent physiotherapeutic interventions in inpatient rehabilitation 

facilities (Jette et al., 2005; Tyson and Selley, 2006). It is challenging for both the 

patient and the physiotherapist, as it has to be both safe and effective at the same time. 

No general physiotherapy approach has been proven to be superior for promoting 

balance recovery from stroke (Pollock et al., 2007). The ability to stay upright is 

referred to as balance. Patients with stroke who have trouble controlling their balance 

are at a high risk of falling. For stroke patients, falls may result in a number of serious 

issues. Therefore, it is crucial for stroke patients to get appropriate therapy measures 

to enhance balance function and prevent falls. Balance is achieved through the 

complex integration and coordination of the sensory-motor control system, which 

includes the sensory input, integration of that sensory input, and motor output to the 

head, eye, trunk, and limb muscles (Shoeb, 2020). 
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The patients received early rehabilitation (In the first months ) after  stroke achieved 

greater functional gain. The patient with greater neurological deficit needed  more  

time for the functional and neurological recovery . Rehabilitation   programmes   are   

essential   to improve social integration and functional capacity of stroke  patients. 

Early stroke rehabilitation can be an important factor influencing functional 

prognosis. Patients tend to have higher neurological and functional recovery in the 

first months after stroke (Carod-Artal et al. 2005). Regaining function is a key 

rehabilitation objective for stroke survivors, and promising therapies like fitness 

training, intense therapy, and repetitive task training are frequently used to get better 

results (Gelaw et al. 2019).Besides this, coordination training like  frankel exercise 

have also impact on functional recovery . 

Frenkel's exercise improves sensory and balance recovery among subacute ischemic 

stroke patients with impaired proprioception and minimal lower limb motor 

weakness(Ko E.J  et al. 2018). The purpose of these exercises is to stimulate voluntary 

movement control, using sensory mechanisms that have remained intact (especially 

visual, auditory and tactile mechanisms) to compensate for the loss of kinesthetic 

sense ( Rajabi  & Mazidi 2017). Frenkel exercises train people in supine, sitting and 

standing positions, aiming to improve the coordination and balance of the limbs as 

well as the coordination between vision and body movements. Through repeated 

posture and movement trainings, it can strengthen the proprioception and ameliorate 

the balance function and state, to finally realize the synchronization of the eyes, upper 

and lower limbs (Ko E.J  et al. 2018). 
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1.2 Rational 

 

Bangladesh is densely populated   country . Nowadays , stroke is a relatively common 

condition and  a major contributing factor to morbidity  or mortality. Stroke is the 

world's most common cause of adult disability and impairment. One of the main 

purposes of the rehabilitative process is to help patients achieve as high a level of 

functional independence as possible within the limits of their impairments. Frankel 

exercise is a co ordination training that also improve balance and function and reduce 

impairment related to balance and  mobility .  

Balance is one of the most important impairment of  stroke . So, improving balance is 

essential part of daily activities though rehabilitation . Another important impairment 

of stroke is functional impairment and mobility.  Most of the survivors are facing 

difficulties history of falling several times after having stroke. Recently Stroke is 

increasing day by day in developed and developing countries worldwide. The goal of 

stroke rehabilitation is to improve quality of life for the patient while enabling the 

highest level of functional independence achievable. Despite this, the conventional 

approaches of treatment used for this purpose are not sufficient in enabling  functional 

recovery.Many studies have found on effectiveness of frankel exercise to improve 

balance problem . There have been very few studies made on frankel exercise in other 

country.But  there has not been research on frankel exercise in Bangladesh. The 

researcher would like to conduct this study in order to develop evidence to improve 

balance and function in relation to physiotherapy intervention of stroke patients. So 

that after doing this study patient will be more aware of physiotherapy management 

and a innovative physiotherapy intervention will be established for stroke patients. 
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1.3 Aim  

To evaluate the effectiveness of frankel exercise along with conventional  

physiotherapy  for  the  patients  with  stroke. 

 

1.4  Objectives 

1.4.1 General Objectives  

To determine and compare the effectiveness of frankel exercise along with 

conventional physiotherapy for patients with stroke. 

 

1.4.2 Specific Objectives 

 

i.To explore the socio demographic features and basic physical parameter of the  

participants. 

ii.To find out the effectiveness of the frenkel exercise  between and within 

group along with conventional physiotherapy to improve balance for patients 

with stroke. 

iii.To identify the effectiveness of frenkel exercise between and within group 

along with conventional physiotherapy to improve functional status for the 

patients with stroke. 

iv.To find out the effectiveness of frenkel exercise between and within group 

along with conventional physiotherapy to improve mobility for the patients  

with stroke. 
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1.5 Operational definition 

Stroke: Stroke may be defined as rapidly developing of clinical signs which lasting 

more than 24 hours with no apparent cause of vascular origin or leading to death. It is 

a clinical syndrome. 

 

Balance: A state of body position where an even distribution of weight causes the 

body to  be upright and steady and prevent from fall. 

 

BMI: A consistent approximation of an individual‟s comparative body fat   calculated 

from his or her height or weight. The formula for calculating BMI is weight in 

kilogram (kg) divided by height in meter (m) squared. 

 

Functional independence measurement scale (FIM) :The FIM instrument refers to 

a scale that is used to measure one’s ability to function with independence. The FIM 

is used worldwide in medical rehabilitation units. The FIM score ranges from 1 to 7,                

with 1 (Total Assistance) being the lowest possible score and 7 (Complete 

Independence) being the maximum possible score. 

 

Conventional Therapy: Conventional physiotherapy is a group of selected  treatment 

techniques set by a physiotherapist on the basis of evidence that are widely used 

around  the world for the treatment of specific disease (Kishner & Colby, 2007). 
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CHAPTER - II                                             LITARATURE REVIEW 

 

The World Heart Federation estimates that each year, 15 million individuals 

experience a stroke, leaving nearly five million with paralysis and other lasting 

disabilities  (Mańko et al.2019). 

Stroke is a disease of well developed nations . It is rising globally along with 

modernization. Stroke is the third highest cause of death and the main factor in 

serious, long-term disability in the US. Although stroke mortality rates have 

decreased, more people have died from strokes overall in the US in the 1990s. As the 

proportion of older people rises, this trend might persist. Over 750,000 first-time or 

recurrent stroke cases are thought to occur in the US each year. Strokes can happen to 

anyone at any age, but the elderly are far more likely to experience them, with their 

fatality rate tripling every ten years between the ages of 55 and 85. In the United 

States, both life expectancy and stroke incidence are rising  (Kollen et al. 2006) 

Every year, 50,000 Canadians and 780,000 Americans experience a stroke, which 

impairs their mobility, independence, and quality of life. It is expected that by 2020, 

stroke will have jumped from the 6th leading cause of lost disability adjusted life 

years (DALY’s) to 4th(Menezes et al. 2017) 

After stroke limb ataxia and balance problem occurs in 40% after stroke. An estimated 

17–30% of individuals will experience a balance disorder during their lifetime 

(Surgent et al. 2019).  

The burden on the survivor's family, the community, and the healthcare system will 

grow as more stroke survivors are predicted to have disability. Stroke prevention 

receives a great deal of attention due to the high costs and social effects. 

Stroke   

Stroke is a common, serious, and disabling global health-care problem, and 

rehabilitation is a major part of patient care. Common stroke symptoms include 

sudden pain, hypoxia, paralysis of all limbs, and loss of bowel control. .A stroke is a 

sudden, localized neurological deficiency caused by a disorder in the brain (Gomez 

Cuaresma et al. 2021).  
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Signs and symptoms   

The following common stroke symptoms may lead to more severe impairments: 

aphasia, clumsiness, sensory loss, pain, dysarthria, cognitive abnormalities, 

dysphagia, depression, and, most critically, motor weakness. Strokes have severe 

long-term effects on individuals, with diminished brain function being the most 

detrimental (Stroke Association, 2017).  

Risk Factors:  

Risk factors for stroke include high blood pressure, diabetes, heart disease, smoking, 

age and sex, race, personal or family history, being overweight or obese, not 

exercising enough, stress and depression, alcohol usage, eating poorly, and so on  

(Boehme et al.2017).  

Major preventable risk factors are hypertension, atrial fibrillation, diabetes,tobacco 

consumption, hypercholesterolemia and obesity. 

Impact of stroke in Balance:  

Balance and coordination issues are frequent post-stroke problems (Iruthayarajah et al. 

2017). Balance is the ability to achieve and maintain body equilibrium both inside and 

outside of the base of support. Impaired balance control is a major obstacle to 

recovering independence in daily activities after a stroke. A fall caused by an 

imbalance frequently results in severe injuries. Balance issues in stroke patients are 

frequent (Li et al., 2015). Weight bearing asymmetry and greater postural sway, as 

well as a decreased capacity to freely shift body weight or tolerate external 

disturbances, typically persist in stroke survivors even though the vast majority (75%) 

regain independent standing-balance capacity (van Duijnhoven et al., 2016). 

According to Li et al. (2015), three sensory systems—visual, vestibular, and 

somatosensory (mechanoreceptors and proprioceptors)—all influence balance. When 

a neurological lesion, such as a stroke, disrupts these systems, equilibrium and 

balance-dependent tasks (such as walking or maintaining posture), are altered 

(Iruthayarajah et al. 2017). A current study reveals that   BAPS board and Frenkel’s 

exercises both are useful to treat the impaired balance in CVA patients. (Shoeb et 

al.2020) 
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Impact of stroke in function : 

At the start of rehabilitation therapy, ICH is linked to a greater functional disability 

than cerebral infarction. additionally, ICH is linked to greater improvements in 

functional recovery over time than cerebral infarction. But after rehabilitation  there is 

no difference between ICH and cerebral infarction patients in functional disability 

after rehabilitation (Dean et al., 1999) 

Age, initial impairment severity, and therapy length best predicted functional success 

following rehabilitation (Kelly et al. 2003). 

 

After a stroke, 50% of patients are initially unable to walk, whereas 12% can walk 

with assistance and 37% can walk without assistance. 18% of stroke patients are still 

unable to walk after 11 weeks of rehabilitation, 11% can walk with assistance, and 

50% can walk independently (Balaban and Tok, 2014). Patients who experienced 

strokes showed noticeable changes in their patterns of walking. After rehabilitation 

and varying degrees of spontaneous recovery, many hemiplegic people are still unable 

to walk independently (Boudarham et al. 2013). Reduced  total risk of  ischemic, and 

hemorrhagic strokes are associated with  moderate to vigorous physical exercise . 

 

A reduction of mortality rates, length of inpatient stay and improved independence in 

activities of daily living (ADL) have been needed early mobilization and 

rehabilitation, as well as the prevention of post-stroke complications, comprehensive 

assessment of medical problems, impairments and disabilities, active physiological 

management, skilled nursing care, early setting of rehabilitation plans involving carers 

and early assessment and planning for discharge .Apart  that ,  changes in stroke care 

and the necessity to concentrate this care in specialized, well organized and 

coordinated medical facilities will be helpful for functional recovery . 

Brunnstorm, Bobath, Proprioceptive Neuromuscular Facilitation (PNF), Rood, Carr & 

Shepherd, Constraint Induced Movement Therapy (CIMT), and other standard 

evidence based  protocol for stroke patients (Pollock et al. 2000). 
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Frankel exercise 

Frenkel’s Exercises are a set of exercise developed by professor Heinrich Sebastian 

Frenkle (Ko.E.J et al  2018). They are a system of slow repetition exercises. They 

increase in difficulty over the time of the program. The patient watches his arm, hand 

movements(for example) and corrects them as needed. Frenkel exercises aim to train 

the central nervous system to relearn its functions. It makes use of and strengthens the 

compensatory feedback of the remaining disabled sensory systems such as vision, 

touch and hearing, to gradually build up a new motor pattern and restore the physical 

functions and daily living. Frenkel exercises train people in supine, sitting and 

standing positions, aiming to improve the coordination and balance of the limbs as 

well as the coordination between vision and body movements. Through repeated 

posture and movement trainings, it can strengthen the proprioception and ameliorate 

the balance function and state, to finally realize the synchronization of the eyes, upper 

and lower limbs. Besides, it helps patients to regain the central and vertical senses and 

maintain the range of motion of  joints, and muscle force and endurance, in order to 

achieve higher accuracy, safety and efficiency in daily activities (Afrasiabifar et al. 

2017). 

 

Article finding: 

 A retrospective cohort study was conducted on effectiveness of frankel exercise on 

balance after stroke with 14 patients suffering subacute ischemic stroke between 7 to 

30 days of onset who showed reduced proprioception in the lower limbs. They were 

divided into two groups: intervention group (performed Frenkel’s exercise, 15 

minutes per day, 15 days over a period of 3 weeks, n=7) and control group (received 

conventional physical therapy instead, n=7). Patients in both groups showed 

significant improvements on the K-BBS, the FAC, and the K-MBI, but not the MI, 

from baseline to post-intervention at 3 weeks. When compared between the two 

groups, significant improvements were only seen in  the K-BBS (p<0.05)  (Ko .E.J et 

al  2018). 
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The current  comparative study  by Shoeb, 2020 was conducted in physiotherapy 

department of tertiary health centre. All participents were randomly allocated into two 

groups. Group A was treated by BAPS Board and Group B was treated by Frenkel’s 

exercises. The outcome measure of this study was balance in post stroke patients. 

After  analysing  the Group 1 data it has been found that BAPS Board was significant 

in improving the balance with Mean (+SD) of 1.800 (+ 0.837). After calculating the t 

value was 4.11 with p value of 0.009, which shows that the BAPS board was 

significant at the 99% confidence. This study reveals that the balance can be 

improved with the BAPS board and Frenkel’s exercises both in patients with CVA. 

The significance of the difference in the mean between Pre-Post treatment for the 

group was checked using a paired sample t-test. For Group-1 the t-value was found to 

be 4.81 and was significant at the p-value of 0.01 (99% Confidence Interval). Hence 

the BAPS board was found to be significant in improving balance in patients with 

CVA. For Group-2 the t-value was found to be 3.94 and was also found to be 

significant at the p-value of 0.01. Thus, both the treatment groups BAPS and 

Frenkel’s were found to be significantly effective in treating CVA with 99% 

confidence interval. So , there was no significant difference found between BAPS and 

Frenkel’s exercises, hence the null hypothesis is accepted . 

The study conducted by Cheng et al. suggested that the subject's sit-to-stand 

performance is improved by repeated sit-to-stand training, and postural symmetry 

training to promote symmetrical body-weight distribution reduces the rate of falls in 

stroke patients. One of the most crucial objectives of stroke recovery is fall 

avoidance. In a stroke recovery program, this training therefore counts as a fall-

prevention approach. 

According to  (Mańko et al. 2019)  , a randomized control trail was conducted with 40 

participents that devided into 2 groups of 20 people. In experimental group Frankel’s 

stabilization exercises were used and in experimental group  a stabilometric platform 

was used. There were also changes in the results obtained by patients after using the 

training, both with the use of Frankel’s stabilization exercises as well as with the use 

of the stabilometric platform. Both Frankel’s exercises and training with the use of the 

stabilometric platform were effective in a rehabilitation program aimed at reducing 

the risk of falls among the elderly. In addition, both methods of therapy have been 
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shown to be effective in reducing the risk of falling in older people, except for the 360 

degree rotation component, where both methods of therapy used have proved 

ineffective.  

A study conducted by (Lu et al., 2020) with 160 particcipents , randomized into an 

observation group and a control group, with 60 cases in each group mentioned that 

the markedly effective rate like 70.2% and the total effective rate like 96.5% was 

found in the observation group, versus 39.7% and 87.9% was found  in the control 

group, and the differences in the markedly effective rate and the total effective rate 

were statistically significant (P<0.05). The intra-group comparisons showed that the 

BBS, ICARS and BI scores after treatment and at the follow-up were significantly 

different from those before treatment in both groups (all P0.05), while the between-

group differences in the ICARS and BI scores were statistically significant at the 

follow-up (both P<0.05).  Mind-refreshing and balance-restoring needling can 

effectively improve the lower-limb balance and ADL after stroke combined with 

Fenkel exercises, this needling method can produce more significant efficacy.  

Outcome Measurement Tool: 

 Outcome measurement tool is a very important component of every research and has 

to be valid and reliable. The following research project used three outcome 

measurement tool Berg Balance Scale (BBS), FIM and Time up and go (TUG) to 

measure the post intervention outcome of balance and function.  

 Berg Balance Scale: Clinical balance function was evaluated using the Berg 

Balance Scale (BBS). Excellent intra-rater (ICC = 0.99) and inter-rater (ICC = 0.98) 

reliabilities for the BBS with stroke patients have been discovered (Wong et al., 

2013). There was a substantial connection between BBS upon admission and falls, 

with fallers having lower BBS scores (cut-off 29; sensitivity 80%; specificity 78%) 

(Maeda et al., 2009).The BBS is a 14-item scale that uses a variety of standing 

activities to assess functional balance. Each item is given a value between 0 and 4, 

with a total score of 56. The BBS is a brief questionnaire that takes around 10–20 

minutes to complete, and its usefulness as an outcome measure has been shown in 

stroke patients (Iruthayarajah et al., 2016).  
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Time Up and Go: The TUG was used to assess functional mobility, and it had high 

test-retest reliability (ICC = 0.95) for individuals with chronic stroke (Wong et al., 

2013). The TUG measures the time in seconds it takes a person to stand from sitting 

on a chair, walk three meters, turn around and walk three meters back, and then sit 

back down on the chair. The TUG has been shown to be a reliable tool in the stroke 

population for measuring balance and gait (Ng and Hui-Chan, 2005). 

 Functional independence measurement scale (FIM) : The FIM instrument 

refers to a scale that is used to measure one’s ability to function with independence. 

The FIM is used worldwide in medical rehabilitation units. The FIM score ranges 

from 1 to 7, with 1 (Total Assistance) being the lowest possible score and 7 

(Complete Independence) being the maximum possible score. 
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CHAPTER-III                                                          METHODOLOGY  

 

3.1 Study design 

The study was conducted by using Randomized Control Trail (RCT) design with two 

different subject groups. The study was randomized control trial between different 

subject designs. Both groups received a common treatment regimen except one 

intervention. Only the experimental group received frankel exercise along with 

conventional physiotherapy while in control group only conventional physiotherapy 

treatment program was given. The  study  has been conducted at Neurology and 

stroke rehabilitation unit of CRP, Savar and Mirpur. 

3.2 Study area 

The study was conducted from Outdoor Neurology and Stroke Rehabilitation Unit, 

Department of Physiotherapy, CRP, Savar and Mirpur.   

3.3 Study population  

A population refers to the entire group of people who meet the criteria set by the 

researcher. The populations of this study were the stroke patients being treated at 

CRP.  

3.4 Sample size 

28 samples were taken due to time limitation and patient flow was low. (estimated 

sample size 140 by sample size calculation).  
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3.5 Sample Selection 

All participants who meet the selection criteria were included in this study from 4th 

may- 28th July , 2023 . Both experimental and control group were selected from 

CRP,Savar and CRP ,Mirpur  .  

  

3.6 Sampling Technique   

Simple randomization  technique was used for this study . 

 

3.7 Inclusion criteria 

• Both ischemic and hemorrhagic stroke . 

• Both male and female. 

• Berg balance score above 21. 

• Age range 40-70 years old  (Lu et al. 2020). 

• Clear consciousness and stable vital signs (Lu et al., 2020). 

• Participants who are able to cooperate during treatment ,examination  

and informed consent  (Lu et al. 2020). 

 

3.8 Exclusion criteria 

• Not able to do frenkels exercise due to cognitive impairment (Ko .E.J et al 2018). 

• Disorder of consciousness  (Ko .E.J et al  2018). 

• Mental disorder  (Ko .E.J et al  2018). 

 

3.9 Data collection tools 

For collecting data, we will use some materials. Tools or materials that was used for 

data collection are- 

- Questioner consists of consent form. 

- Pencil. 

- Extra pad if there is something have to note. 

- Clip board. 
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3.10 Method of Data Collection   

3.10.1Data collection  

Data has been collected face to face interview of participants. 

3.10.2 Questionnaire 

The questionnaire contained 7parts including consent form, respondent identification,        

Sociodemographic information, Physical parameter, berg balance, FIM and TUG.  

3.10.3 Data collection procedure   

The study procedure was conducted through assessing the patient, initial recording, 

treatment and final recording. After screening the patient at department, the patients 

were assessed by graduated physiotherapists who were qualified. 12 sessions of 

treatment was provided for every subject. 28 subjects were chosen for data collection 

according to the inclusion criteria. The researcher randomly assigned all participants 

into two groups; one is experimental group and another is control group. 

Experimental group received frankel exercise with conventional physiotherapy and 

control group received only conventional physiotherapy. Data was gathered through a 

pre-test and post-test intervention and the data was collected by using a written 

questionnaire form which was formatted by the researcher. Pre-test was performed 

before beginning the treatment. The balance, function and mobility were noted with 

Berg Balance test, FIM and Timed Up and Go test included questionnaire form. The 

same procedure was performed to take post-test at the end of 12 sessions of treatment. 

The researcher collected the data both in experimental and control group in front of 

graduate qualified physiotherapists in order to reduce the biasness. At the end of the 

study, specific test was performed for statistical analysis. 

 

3.10.4 Data analysis 

Descriptive and inferential analysis were conducted through SPSS 25.0 software, 

Microsoft excel, Microsoft word and were presented by graphs, charts and tables.  

 

3.11 Outcome measurement tools 

3.11.1 Berg Balance Scale (BBS)   

The BBS is a 14-item scale that uses a variety of standing activities to assess 

functional balance. Each item is given a value between 0 and 4,with a total score of 
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56. The BBS is a brief questionnaire that takes around 10–20 minutes to complete, 

and its usefulness as an outcome measure has been shown in stroke patients . 

 

3.11.2 Timed Up and Go Test   

The TUG was used to assess functional mobility, and it had high test-retest reliability 

(ICC = 0.95) for individuals with chronic stroke (Wong et al., 2013). The TUG 

measures the time in seconds it takes a person to stand from sitting on a chair, walk 

three meters, turn around and walk three meters back, and then sit back down on the 

chair. The TUG has been shown to be a reliable tool in the stroke population for 

measuring balance and gait (Ng and Hui-Chan, 2005) 

 

3.11.3 Functional independence measurement scale (FIM) : The FIM 

instrument refers to a scale that is used to measure one’s ability to function with 

independence. The FIM is used worldwide in medical rehabilitation units. The FIM 

score ranges from 1 to 7, with 1 (Total Assistance) being the lowest possible score 

and 7 (Complete Independence) being the maximum possible score. 
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3.12 Treatment protocol  

Treatment protocol for experimental group  

Total Duration: 45 minute  

SITTING : 

1.Sitting ; one leg stretching , to slide heel to a position indicated by a 

mark on the floor . 

 

2.Sitting; alternate leg stretching and lifting to place heel or toe on the 

specified mark . 
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3.Stride sitting ; change to standing and then sitting down again . 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Sitting down with knees flexed and body bent slightly forword. 
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STANDING : 

5.Stride standing ; transference of weight from foot to foot . 

 

            

                         

6.Stride standing ; walking sideways and returning to the original 

position. 
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7.Standing ; turning around an angle of 90 degrees. 

 

                             

 

 

8.Walking in zig- zag.  
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9.Walking heel to toe . 
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Treatment protocol for control group  

 Duration :45 minutes  

• Squatting  

• Pelvic balance practice on gym ball  

• Reaching object in sitting position  

• Reaching object in standing position  

• Throwing ball  

• Trunk bridging practice with gym ball support  

• High kneeling  

• Half kneeling  

• Pelvic flexion  

• Pelvic tilting in standing position  

• Trunk control exercise  

• Weight bearing  

• Stepping practice forward  

• Stepping practice backward  

• Wobble board exercise  

• Spiky pillow balance practice  

• Single leg standing with knee flexion and extension  

• Opposite leg heel raise  

• Single leg stance  

• Unstable surface walking  

• Parallel bar walking  

• Staring practice  

• Gait practice  
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3.13 Ethical Considerations 

The proposal of the desertation including methodology was approved by Institutional 

Review Board and obtained permission from the concerned authority of ethical 

committee of Bangladesh Health Professions Institute (BHPI). The whole process of 

this research project was done by following the Bangladesh Medical Research 

Council (BMRC) guideline and World Health Organization (WHO) Research 

guidelines. Again before beginning the data collection, researcher obtained the 

permission from the concerned authorities ensuring the safety of the participants. The 

researcher strictly maintained the confidentiality regarding participants condition and 

treatments.  

 

3.14 Informed Consent 

An information sheet and consent form both in English and Bengali were used by the 

researcher to take the participants consent. The researcher obtained consent of 

participation from every individuals. A signed informed consent form was receive 

from each participant. Participants were informed that they were completely free to 

decline answering any question as well as to withdraw their consent and terminate 

participation at any time during the study. The researcher also ensured that 

withdrawal of participation from the study would not affect their treatment in the 

physiotherapy department and they would still get the same facilities. Every 

individual had the opportunity to discuss their problem with the administration of 

CRP.  
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CHAPTER- IV                                                                      RESULTS  

 

4.1 Table 1: Baseline characteristics of the participants:   

Variable    Experimental  

Group Mean  

(n=14)  

Control 

Group Mean  

(n=14)  

 

Age (years)   51.79  64.93  

BMI (kg/m2)    26.24 27.86  

BBS Pretest   27.93 28.14  

  FIM 

  Pretest  

  67.07 63.57   

  TUG pretest   31.71 44.79  

 

 

4.2 Table 2: Physical Parameters  

 

Serial no.  

  

Variable  

(n=28)  

Type of variable  Mean±SD  

1.  Age (years)  Continuous  58.36 ± 13.838 

2.  BMI (kg/m2)  Continuous  27.05 ±8.793 

3.  Monthly 

expenditure   

Continuous  59285.71±11362.241 
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4.2.1 Age of the participants:- 

The table shows (Socio-demographic Information) table shows that among 28 

participants with stroke the mean age of participants were 58.36 and standard 

deviation were 13.838 whereas experimental group mean age with standard deviation 

were 51  and control group mean age with standard deviation were 64.  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

   

Figure 1: Age of the participants  
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4.2.3 BMI distribution among participants : 

Among 28 participants, Mean BMI was  27.05 and standerd deviation was 8.793. 

 

 

 

 

                        Figure 2: BMI distribution among participants  
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4.2.4 Monthly expenditure : 

 

The mean with  standard deviation  was 59285.71(11362.241) among the participants. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                               Figure 3: Monthly expenditure 
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4.3 Table 3: Sociodemographic and stroke related information 

 

Variable  Type of 

variable  

Frequency/Percentage                                    

(Experimental )                   

Frequency/Percentage                                    

 (Control) 

 

Gender  Nominal  Female,n=6/42.9% 

 

 Male,n=8/57.1%                                                                                     

Female,n=4/28.6% 

 

Male n=10/71.4% 

 

Marital status  Nominal  Married, n = 13/92.9%                                                                                           

Unmarried, n = 1/7.1% 

 

Married, n = 12/85.7% 

Unmarried, n = 2/14.3% 

 

 

Educational 

qualification  

Nominal Primary = 1/7.1% 

Secondary =  3/21.4% 

Higher 

Secondary=3/21.4% 

Graduation =2/14.3% 

Post-graduation = 5/35.7% 

Primary = 5/35.7% 

Secondary =  3/21.4% 

Higher Secondary 

=2/14.3% 

Graduation =1/7.1% 

Post-graduation = 3/21.4% 

 

Family type  Nominal  Nuclear, = 8/57.1% 

Combined, = 6/42.9% 

Nuclear, = 5/35.7% 

Combined, = 9/64.3% 

 

Sleeping disorder  Nominal  Yes, =8/57.1% 

 No, =6/42.9% 

Yes, = 7/50.0% 

 No, = 7/50.0% 

 

Comorbidity  Nominal  Hypertension, = 

9/64.3% 

Hypertension and  

diabetes mellitus, =  

5/35.7% 

Hypertension, = 

4/28.6% 

Hypertension and 

diabetes mellitus, =  

10/71.4% 

 

Living area  Nominal  Urban = 9/64.3% 

Rural =5/35.7% 

Urban = 8/57.1% 

Rural =6/42.9% 

 

Type of lesion  Nominal  Ischemic =9/64.3% 

Hemorrhagic = 5/35.7% 

Ischemic =10/71.4% 

Hemorrhagic = 4/28.6% 

 

Affected body site  Nominal  Right=10/71.4% 

 Left=4/28.6% 

Right=8/57.1% 

Left=6/42.9% 

 

Previous history 

of stroke  

Nominal  Yes=3/21.4% 

No=11/78.6% 

Yes=5/35.7% 

No=9/64.3% 
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4.3.1. Gender Distribution among participants  
             

Among 28 participants, male participants were 57.10 % and female participants were 

42.90 % in experimental group. In control group male participants were 71.40 % and 

female participants were 28.60%.  

  

 

 

                     Experimental Group                                     Control Group  

  

                     Figure : Gender Distribution among participants  
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92.90%

7.10%

Married Unmarried

85.70%

14.30%

Married Unmarried

4.3.2. Marital status  
 

Among participants, In experimental group, 7.10% were unmarried and 92.90 % were 

married . In control group, 14.30% were unmarried and 85.70 % were married .  

 

 

             Experimental Group                                             Control Group  

  

               Figure : Marital status of the participants  
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4.3.3. Educational qualification  
 

Among the 28 participants, in experimental group 7.1% (n=1) had completed primary 

level, 21.4% (n=3) had completed secondary level ,21.4% (n=3) had completed higher 

secondary ,14.3% (n=2) had completed graduation and 35.7% (n=5) had completed 

post graduation .In control group, 35.7%(n=5) had completed primary level, 21.4% 

(n=3) had completed secondary level, 14.3% (n=2) had completed higher secondary 

level ,7.1% (n=1) had completed graduation level, 21.4% (n=3) had completed post 

graduation level . 

 

 

                                                 Educational qualification  

                        

                           Figure : Educational qualification among participants 
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Nuclear

Family 

57.10%

combined Family 
42.90%

Nuclear Combined

Nuclear
Family
35.70%

combined Family 
64.30%

Nuclear Combined

4.3.4. Family Type of the participants  
 

Among participants  , 57.10% has nuclear family and 42.90% has combined family in 

experimental group whereas 35.70% has nuclear family and 64.30 % has combined 

family in control group. 

 

 

 

               Experimental Group                                         Control Group   

 

                  Figure : Family Type of the participants  
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4.3.5 Sleeping disorder 

Among participants , 57.1% had sleeping disorder and 42.9% had no sleeping 

disorder in experimental group . In control group , 50% had sleeping disorder and 

another 50% had no sleeping disorder . 

 

 

 

                      

                            Figure: Sleeping disorder of the participants 
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4.3.6 Comorbidity of the participants  

 

Among 28 participants , 64.3%(n=9) had been suffering from hypertension and 35.7% 

(n=5) had been suffering from hypertension with diabetes mellitus in experimental 

group .In control group ,28.6% (n=4) had been suffering from hypertension but 71,4% 

(n=10) had been suffering from hypertension and diabetes mellitus . 

 

 

 

 

Figure : Comorbidity of the participants  
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4.3.7 Living area  

 

The study was conducted on 28 stroke patients.Among them, in experimental group, 

64.3%  were urban area and 35.7%  were rural area. In control group, 42.9% were 

lived in rural area and 57.1% were urban area.   

 

 

 

 

Figure 16: Living area of participants  
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64.30%

35.70%

Ishchemic Hemorrhagic

4.3.8. Type of lesion  
 

In experimental group, 64.3% (n=9) had Ischemic type of stroke and 35.7% (n=5) had 

hemorrhagic type of stroke. In control group, 71.4% (n=10) had Ischemic type of 

stroke and 28.6% (n=4) had hemorrhagic type of stroke.  

 

 

                   Experimental Group                                 Control Group                          

 

          Figure : Type of lesion among participants 
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Left, 28.60%

Right, 71.40%

Left Right

Left, 42.90%
Right, 57.10%

Left Right

4.3.9. Affected Body site  
 

Among 28 stroke patients ,  In experimental group, 71.4% (n=10) were  right side and 

28.6% (n=4) were left side affected. In control group, 57.1% (n=8) were right side 

and 42.9% (n=6) were left side affected. 

 

 

                      Experimental Group                                   Control Group  

 

            Figure : Affected side of the participants  
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21.40%

78.60%
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10.00%

20.00%

30.00%

40.00%

50.00%

60.00%

70.00%

80.00%

90.00%

Yes No

4.3.10. Previous history of stroke  

 

Among 28 participants ,21.4% was a previous history of stoke and 78.6% was not a 

history of stroke in experimental group .In control group ,35.7% was a previous 

history of stroke and 64.3 % was not a history of stroke . 

 

 

           Experimental Group                                          Control group  

        Figure : Previous history of stroke  
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Inferential Analysis  

Q. Is there any difference between Experimental Pre BBS mean and 

Experimental Post BBS mean?  

1.Hypothesis  

H0 = There is no difference between experimental pre BBS mean and experimental 

post BBS mean  

HA= There is difference between experimental pre BBS mean and experimental post 

BBS mean  

2.α value α = 0.05  

3.Assumption  

-Normality test-BBS score is normally distributed (Kolmogorov- Smirnov =  QQ plot)          

-Homogeneity (base line criterias are similar, table: 1)   

-Sample size 30<  

4. Compute the statistics  

- Paired t test  

Table 4 : 

     

                 Significance  

                                                                                                   (2 tailed)            

                 T value      P value     

 

BBS          27.93                   38.93               -11.000        -9.619      .000        significant                                                                                                                

 

The table is showing there is difference in actual mean and there is also statistically 

significant difference between the means (t = -9.619, P = .000). Since the p value is 

less than 0.05, the result is significant and the null hypothesis is rejected and the 

alternative hypothesis is accepted. So, it can conclude that Frenkel exercise  along 

Variable     Experimental     Experimental                                             

                   Pretest                 posttest              Mean 

                   mean                    mean                Difference      paired t test      Comment 
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with conventional physiotherapy is effective in individual group to improve balance 

for the patients with stroke . 

 

Q. Is there any difference between Control Pre BBS mean and Control Post BBS 

mean?  

1.Hypothesis  

H0 = There is no difference between control pre BBS mean and control post BBS 

mean  

HA= There is difference between control pre BBS mean and control post BBS mean  

2.α value α = 0.05  

3.Assumption  

 - Normality test-BBS score is normally distributed (Kolmogorov- Smirnov =QQ plot) 

  -  Homogeneity (base line criteria’s are similar, table: 1)  

  -  Sample size 30<  

 4. Compute the statistics  

  - Paired t test  

 

Table :5 

     

            Significance  

                                                                                              (2 tailed)            

           T value      P value     

   

BBS         28.14                 36.71            -8.571         -10.408         .000          significant                                                                                           

 

The table is showing there is difference in actual mean and there is also statistically 

significant difference between the means (t = -10.408, P = .000). Since the p value is 

less than 0.05, the result is significant and the null hypothesis is rejected and the 

Variable         Control           Control                                             

                        Pretest            Posttest         Mean 

                        mean               mean          Difference       paired t test         Comment 
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alternative hypothesis is accepted. So, it can conclude that conventional physiotherapy 

is effective in individual group to improve balance for the patients with stroke . 

 

Q. Is there any difference between Experimental Pre BBS mean and Control Pre 

BBS mean?  

1.Hypothesis  

H0 = There is no difference between experimental pre BBS mean and control pre BBS 

mean  

HA= There is difference between experimental pre BBS mean and control pre BBS 

mean  

2.α value α = 0.05  

3.Assumption  

- Normality test-BBS score is normally distributed (Kolmogorov- Smirnov=QQ plot 

- Homogeneity (base line criteria’s are similar, table: 1)  

- Sample size 30<  

4. Compute the statistics  

- Unpaired t test  

Table :6 

 

              Significance  

                                                                                                (2 tailed)            

              T value     P value     

   Not 

 BBS          27.93                  28.14           -.214             -.091        .928           significant                                         

 

The table is showing BBS experimental pretest and control pretest there is little 

difference in actual mean but there is no statistically significant difference between 

Variable     Experimental     Control                                             

                    Pretest                 pretest            Mean 

                    mean                    mean            Difference      Unpaired t test     Comment 
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the two mean (t = -.091, P =.928). Since the p value is greater than 0.05, the result is 

not significant and the null hypothesis cannot be rejected.   

 

Q. Is there any difference between Experimental Post BBS mean and Control 

Post BBS mean?  

1.Hypothesis  

H0 = There is no difference between experimental post BBS mean and control post 

BBS mean  

HA= There is difference between experimental post BBS mean and control post BBS 

mean  

2. α value α = 0.05  

3. Assumption  

- Normality test-BBS score is normally distributed (Kolmogorov- Smirnov= QQ plot) 

-Homogeneity (base line criteria’s are similar, table: 1)   

-Sample size 30<  

4. Compute the statistics  

- Unpaired t test 

Table : 7 

 

               Significance  

                                                                                                 (2 tailed)            

                 T value    P value        Not 

   

 BBS          38.93                   36.36           2.571            1.176         .250         significant                                                                                                                               

 

The table is showing BBS experimental posttest and control posttest there is  actual 

mean difference 2.571 but statistical difference is not significant (t = 1.176, P =.250). 

Since the p value is greater than 0.05, the result is not significant and the null 

hypothesis cannot be rejected.  In the individual group, there was a positive effect of 

Variable     Experimental      Control                                             

                    Posttest                posttest         Mean 

                    mean                    mean         Difference       Unpaired t test         Comment 
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treatment. However, in between group analysis no group could be able to bring 

superior effect in the experimental group and control group. But clinically there is 

difference, experimental group treatment has little superior effect than control group 

but statistically the improvement was not significant. 

Q. Is there any difference between Experimental Pre Time Up and Go mean and 

Experimental Post Time Up and Go mean?  

1. Hypothesis  

H0 = There is no difference between experimental pre time up and go mean and 

experimental post time up and go mean . 

HA= There is difference between experimental pre time up and go mean and 

experimental post time up and go mean . 

2. α value α = 0.05  

3. Assumption 

-Normality test-time up and go in second is normally distributed (Kolmogorov- 

Smirnov =  QQ plot) 

-Homogeneity (base line criteria’s are similar, table: 1)  

-Sample size 30<  

4. Compute the statistics  

- Paired t test 

Table :8 

 

                 Significance  

                                                                                                  (2 tailed)            

  Time up            T value    P value     

   

   and go      31.71                21.64             10.071       3.385          .005          significant                                                                                                               

 

Variable     Experimental     Experimental                                             

                    Pretest                posttest                Mean 

                    mean                   mean                  Difference       paired t test       Comment 
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The table is showing there is difference in actual mean and there is statistically 

significant difference between the means (t =3.385, P = .005). Since the p value is less 

than 0.05, the result is significant. So null hypothesis is rejected and the alternative 

hypothesis is accepted. So, it can conclude that Frenkel exercise with conventional 

physiotherapy is effective in individual group for the patients with stroke. 

 

Q. Is there any difference between Control Pre Time Up and Go mean and 

Control Post Time Up and Go mean?  

1. Hypothesis  

H0 = There is no difference between control pre time up and go mean and control post 

time up and go mean  

HA= There is difference between control pre time up and go mean and control post 

time up and go mean  

2.α value α = 0.05  

3.Assumption  

-Normality test- time up and go in second is normally distributed (Kolmogorov- 

Smirnov = QQ plot)  

-Homogeneity (base line criteria’s are similar, table: 1)   

-Sample size 30<  

4. Compute the statistics  

- Paired t test 
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Table :9 

     

                Significance  

                                                                                                   (2 tailed)            

                 T value      P value     

  Time up 

   and go        44.79               38.71            6.071              5.299          .000     significant                                                                                                             

 

 

The table is showing there is difference in actual mean and there is also statistically 

significant difference between the means (t = 5.299, P = .000). Since the p value is 

less than 0.05, the result is significant. So null hypothesis is rejected and the 

alternative hypothesis is accepted. So, it can conclude that Conventional 

Physiotherapy is effective in individual group for the patients with stroke. 

 

Q. Is there any difference between Experimental Pre Time Up and Go mean and 

Control Pre Time Up and Go mean?  

1.Hypothesis  

H0 = There is no difference between experimental pre time up and go mean and 

control pre time up and go mean  

HA= There is difference between experimental pre time up and go mean and control 

pre time up and go mean  

2.α value α = 0.05  

3.Assumption  

-Normality test-time up and go in second is normally distributed (Kolmogorov- 

Smirnov =  QQ plot)  

- Homogeneity (base line criteria’s are similar, table:   

- Sample size 30<  

Variable         Control           Control                                             

                        Pretest            posttest         Mean 

                        mean               mean          Difference         paired t test         Comment 
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4. Compute the statistics  

- Unpaired t test 

Table :10 

 

              Significance  

                                                                                                (2 tailed)            

 Time up             T value    P value     

   

 and go        31.71                    44.79        -13.071         -2.011      .055           significant                                                                                                                         

 

 

The table is showing time up and go experimental pretest and control pretest there is a 

difference in actual mean and  statistically significant difference between the two 

mean (t = -2.011, P =.055). Since the p value is  0.055, the result is  significant and the 

null hypothesis can be rejected.  

 

Q. Is there any difference between Experimental Post post time up and go mean 

and Control Post time up and go mean?  

1. Hypothesis 

H0 = There is no difference between experimental post time up and go mean and 

control post time up and go mean  

HA= There is difference between experimental post time up and go mean and control 

post time up and go mean 

2.α value α = 0.05  

3.Assumption  

-Normality test-Time up and go score in second is normally distributed (Kolmogorov- 

Smirnov =  QQ plot)  

Variable     Experimental      Control                                             

                    Pretest                 pretest           Mean 

                    mean                    mean            Difference      Unpaired t test      Comment 
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- Homogeneity (base line criteria’s are similar, table: 1) 

- Sample size 30<  

4. Compute the statistics  

- Unpaired t test  

Table :11 

 

                 Significance  

                                                                                                   (2 tailed)            

   Time up               T value    P value     

   

   and go      21.64                38.71           -17.071          -3.452       .002          significant                                                                                                                

 

 

The table is showing time up and go experimental posttest and control posttest there is 

actual mean difference approximately -17.071 and statistically difference is 

significant (t = -3.452, P =.002). Since the p value is less than 0.05, the result is  

significant and the null hypothesis can be rejected.   

In the individual group, there was a positive effect of treatment. However, in between 

group analysis there was also statistically significant result . 

 

Q.Is there any difference between Experimental Pre FIM mean and 

Experimental Post FIM mean?  

1. Hypothesis  

H0 = There is no difference between experimental pre FIM  mean and experimental 

post FIM mean . 

HA= There is difference between experimental pre FIM mean and experimental post 

FIM  mean . 

2. α value α = 0.05  

Variable     Experimental     Control                                             

                    Posttest               posttest         Mean 

                    mean                   mean            Difference       Unpaired t test      Comment 
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3. Assumption 

-Normality test- FIM Score is normally distributed (Kolmogorov- Smirnov =QQ plot) 

-Homogeneity (base line criteria’s are similar, table: 1)  

-Sample size 30<  

4. Compute the statistics  

- Paired t test  

 

Table :12 

 

                 Significance  

                                                                                                  (2 tailed)            

            T value    P value     

   

   FIM          67.07               77.86                 -10.786       -9.053       .000       significant                                                                                                   

 

 

The table is showing there is difference in actual mean and there is also statistically 

significant difference between the means (t = -9.053, P = .000). Since the p value is 

less than 0.05, the result is significant and the null hypothesis is rejected and the 

alternative hypothesis is accepted. So, it can conclude that Frenkel exercise with 

conventional physiotherapy is effective in individual group to improve function for 

the patients with stroke . 

Q. Is there any difference between  Control pre FIM mean and Control post FIM 

mean?  

1. Hypothesis  

H0 = There is no difference between control pre FIM mean and control post FIM  

mean  

HA= There is difference between control pre FIM mean and control post FIM mean  

Variable     Experimental     Experimental                                             

                    Pretest                posttest                Mean 

                    mean                   mean                Difference      paired t test      Comment 
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2.α value α = 0.05  

3.Assumption  

-Normality test- FIM score is normally distributed (Kolmogorov- Smirnov = .106, 

histogram and QQ plot)  

-Homogeneity (base line criteria’s are similar, table: 1)   

-Sample size 30<  

4. Compute the statistics  

- Paired t test 

Table :13 

     

               Significance  

                                                                                                  (2 tailed)            

                T value      P value          

   

   FIM             63.57             75.93         -12.357              -5.707       .000       significant                                                                                                             

 

The table is showing there is difference in actual mean and there is also statistically 

significant difference between the means (t = -5.707, P = .000). Since the p value is 

less than 0.05, the result is significant and the null hypothesis is rejected and the 

alternative hypothesis is accepted. So, it can conclude that Conventional 

Physiotherapy is effective in individual group to improve function for the patients 

with stroke . 

Q. Is there any difference between Experimental  pre FIM mean and Control Pre 

FIM mean?  

1.Hypothesis  

H0 = There is no difference between experimental pre FIM mean and control pre FIM 

mean  

HA= There is difference between experimental pre FIM mean and control pre FIM  

mean  

Variable         Control           Control                                             

                        Pretest            posttest         Mean 

                        mean               mean          Difference          paired t test         Comment 
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2.α value α = 0.05  

3.Assumption  

-Normality test-FIM score is normally distributed (Kolmogorov- Smirnov =  QQ plot)  

- Homogeneity (base line criteria’s are similar, table:   

- Sample size 30<  

4. Compute the statistics  

- Unpaired t test 

Table :14 

 

                Significance  

                                                                                                   (2 tailed)            

              T value    P value         Not 

   

 FIM           67.07               63.57              3.500           .873            .391         significant                                                                                                                    

 

 

The table is showing FIM experimental pretest and control pretest there is little 

difference in actual mean but there is no statistically significant difference between 

the two mean (t = -.873, P =.391). Since the p value is greater than 0.05, the result is 

not significant and the null hypothesis cannot be rejected.   

 

Q. Is there any difference between Experimental Post FIM  mean and Control 

Post FIM mean?  

1. Hypothesis 

H0 = There is no difference between experimental post FIM mean and control post 

FIM mean  

HA= There is difference between experimental post FIM mean and control post FIM 

mean 

Variable     Experimental      Control                                             

                    Pretest                 pretest           Mean 

                    mean                   mean            Difference        Unpaired t test     Comment 
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2.α value α = 0.05  

3.Assumption  

-Normality test-FIM score is normally distributed ( Kolmogorov- Smirnov = QQ plot)  

- Homogeneity (base line criteria’s are similar, table:   

- Sample size 30<  

4. Compute the statistics  

- Unpaired t test  

Table :15 

 

                Significance  

                                                                                                   (2 tailed)            

                T value    P value        Not 

    

 FIM           77.86                 75.93              1.929            .579         .568         significant                                                                                          

 

 

The table is showing FIM experimental posttest and control posttest there is little 

difference in actual mean but there is no statistically significant difference between 

the two mean (t = .579, P =.568). Since the p value is greater than 0.05, the result is 

not significant and the null hypothesis cannot be rejected.   

In the individual group, there was a positive effect of treatment. However, in between 

group analysis no group could be able to bring superior effect in the experimental 

group and control group. But clinically there is difference, experimental group 

treatment has little superior effect than control group but statistically the improvement 

was not significant. 

 

 

Variable     Experimental      Control                                             

                    Posttest               Postest           Mean 

                    mean                   mean            Difference        Unpaired t test      Comment 
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CHAPTER-V                                                                 DISCUSSION  

5.1 Discussion  

The purpose of this study was to investigate the effectiveness of frenkel exercise to 

improve balance and function after stroke . In this study, 14 stroke patients were 

randomly assigned as experimental group and 14 stroke patients were assigned as 

control group. Among these patients, the experimental group received frankel exercise 

with conventional physiotherapy and rest of the 14 patients included in the control 

group who received only conventional physiotherapy. Both the groups attended the 12 

sessions of treatment at the outpatient neurology unit physiotherapy department of 

CRP, Savar and Mirpur in order to identify the improvement. The functional outcome 

was measured by using structural type of questionnaire, the Berg Balance Scale 

(BBS), FIM and time up and go.  

The base line data demonstrates that there was no significant difference between the 

group therefore both the groups were homogenous which is a very important 

component of any clinical trial. 

Age is an important factor that provokes the test result. In this study, it was found that 

among 28 participants with stroke the mean age of participants were 58.36 and 

standard deviation were 13.838 whereas experimental group mean age with standard 

deviation were 51.79 and control group mean age with standard deviation were 64. 

Result showed that among 28 participants, in experimental group 7.1% (n=1) had 

completed primary level, 21.4% (n=3) had completed secondary level ,21.4% (n=3) 

had completed higher secondary ,14.3% (n=2) had completed graduation and 35.7% 

(n=5) had completed post graduation .In control group, 35.7%(n=5) had completed 

primary level, 21.4% (n=3) had completed secondary level, 14.3% (n=2) had 

completed higher secondary level ,7.1% (n=1) had completed graduation level, 21.4% 

(n=3) had completed post graduation level . A study by Hossain et al. (2011) in 

Bangladesh found that approximately received schooling patients were 31%, collage 

education received were 19%, university going or like similar institution patients were 

13%and patients who were not attend school or others was 37%.  
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Additionally, it was found  in this study that 28.6% of patients had left-side 

involvement whereas 71.4% of patients had right-side involvement in experimental 

group. As a result, the right side was affected more than the left. In control group there 

was also 57.1% right side affected and 42.9% had left side involvement . 

The research also revealed that 64% of patients had ischemic strokes, whereas 35% 

had hemorrhagic strokes. According to an epidemiological study, the majority 

(61.18%) of patients experienced ischemic stroke, while the remaining patients had 

intracranial hemorrhages (29.40%), subarachnoid hemorrhages (8.24%), or aneurysms 

(1.18%) (Islam et al., 2012). Another research revealed that 28.70% of patients had 

hemorrhagic stroke and 71.29% had ischemic stroke. (Sheffer, 2012).  

Among the total 28 participants of control group (n=4) 28.6% had hypertension, 

(n=10) 71.4% were affected by hypertension and diabetes mellitus . On the other 

hand, among 14 participants in experimental group (n=9) 64.3% were had 

hypertension, (n=5) 35.7% were affected by hypertension and diabetes mellitus . 

Another study by Mondol et al. (2012) found that 56.7% were affected by 

hypertension, diabetics was the next common entry 23%, ischemic heart disease was 

17.7%, dyslipidemia was 5.1%, rheumatologic condition 6.6%, respiratory disease 

3.6% chronic kidney disease 2.4%, electric imbalance 1.2%, dementia 1.2% and 

malignancy 0.2%. 

Among participants, Mean BMI was 27.05 (8.793). In experimental group mean was 

26.24 and 27.86 (1.9008) in control group. In another study showed that 56.8% 

participants BMI was less than 25 and 34.3% participants BMI was more than 25 

(Choo et al., 2009).  

Among participants , 57.1% had sleeping disorder and 42.9% had no sleeping 

disorder in experimental group . In control group , 50% had sleeping disorder and 

another 50% had no sleeping disorder . 

The mean score on the Berg balance scale shows that the Experimental group balance 

has improved more than the Control group with in group. But in between group there 

was no difference.The study was statistically evaluated using paired t tests and 

independent sample t tests. 
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The mean score on the TUG shows that the Experimental group  has improved more 

than the Control group with in group.  And also there was a significant difference in 

between group analysis . The study was statistically evaluated using paired t tests and 

independent sample t tests. 

The mean score on the FIM scale shows that the Experimental group balance has 

improved more than the Control group with in group. But in between group there was 

no difference.The study was statistically evaluated using paired t tests and 

independent sample t tests. So it can be said that traditional treatment as well as 

Frenkel exercise individually there have a positive effect of each treatment. However, 

in between group analysis no group could be able to bring superior effect eccept TUG 

test. But clinically there was difference, experimental group treatment has little 

superior effect than control group but statistically the improvement was not significant 

eccept TUG test.   

A retrospective cohort study was conducted on effectiveness of frenkel exercise on 

balance after stroke with  14 patients suffering subacute ischemic stroke between 7 to 

30 days of onset who showed reduced proprioception in the lower limbs. They were 

divided into two groups: intervention group (performed Frenkel’s exercise, 15 

minutes per day, 15 days over a period of 3 weeks, n=7) and control group (received 

conventional physical therapy instead, n=7). Patients in both groups showed 

significant improvements on  the K-BBS, the FAC, and the K-MBI, but not the MI, 

from baseline to post-intervention at 3 weeks. When compared between the two 

groups, significant improvements were only seen in  the K-BBS (p<0.05)  (Ko .E.J et 

al  2018). 

The current  comparative study  by Shoeb, 2020 was conducted in physiotherapy 

department of tertiary health centre. All participents were randomly allocated into two 

groups. After calculating the t value was 4.11 with p value of 0.009, which shows that 

the BAPS board was significant at the 99% confidence. This study reveals that the 

balance can be improved with the BAPS board and Frenkel’s exercises both in 

patients with CVA. The significance of the difference in the mean between Pre-Post 

treatment for the group was checked using a paired sample t-test.  Hence the BAPS 

board was found to be significant in improving balance in patients with CVA. For 

Group-2 the t-value was found to be 3.94 and was also found to be significant at the 
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p-value of 0.01. Thus, both the treatment groups BAPS and Frenkel’s were found to 

be significantly effective in treating CVA with 99% confidence interval. So , there 

was no significant difference found between BAPS and Frenkel’s exercises, hence the 

null hypothesis is accepted (Shoeb, 2020) 

A study conducted by (Lu et al., 2020) with 160 particcipents , randomized into an 

observation group and a control group, with 60 cases in each group mentioned that the 

markedly effective rate like 70.2% and the total effective rate like 96.5% was found in 

the observation group, versus 39.7% and 87.9% was found  in the control group, and 

the differences in the markedly effective rate and the total effective rate were 

statistically significant (P<0.05). The intra-group comparisons showed that the BBS, 

ICARS and BI scores after treatment and at the follow-up were significantly different 

from those before treatment in both groups (all P0.05), while the between-group 

differences in the ICARS and BI scores were statistically significant at the follow-up 

(both P<0.05).  Mind-refreshing and balance-restoring needling can effectively 

improve the lower-limb balance and ADL after stroke combined with Fenkel 

exercises, this needling method can produce more significant efficacy.  
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5.2 Limitations  

The study has several limitations.28 stroke patients with balance and function 

problem participated in the study which had a limited sample size in both groups and 

did not provide enough data to generalize the findings to the larger population with 

this condition. Researcher only explored the effect of frankel exercise  after 12 

sessions, so the long-term effect of treatment was not explored in this study. Data was 

collected two clinical setting CRP Savar and Mirpur, it can influence the result. 

Sometimes treatment sessions were interrupted due to public holiday mistaken in 

appointment schedule may interrupt the result. On the other hand ,the clinical 

placement was on going ,so there was a limited time duration about data collection 

which may also interrupt the result. The treatment period was  only 12 sessions of 

intervention for the two groups that experimental group and control group. Other 

studies with longer intervention time are required for conclusive results. There was no 

available research done in this area in Bangladesh. So, relevant information about 

with  frankel exercise  for Bangladesh was very limited in this study. So, further 

research is needed to confirm the effectiveness of frankel exercise along with 

conventional physiotherapy for patients with stroke. 
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6.1 Conclusion 

These results showed  statistical significant value on TUG only but there was a mean 

difference in BBS and FIM, which indicate that frenkel exercise with conventional 

physiotheapy can be an effective therapeutic approach for stroke patients with balance 

and function  problems.  

6.2 Recommendation  

• The study period was so short, future studies will need  more time to complete.  

• Investigator use only 28 participants as the sample of this study, in future the 

sample size would be more.  

• Follow up must be included . 

• Need more exercise included.  

• Sample should collect from different hospital, clinic, institute and organization 

in different district of Bangladesh to generalize the result.  

  

 

  

 

  

CHAPTER-VI                CONCLUSION AND RECOMENDATION 
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                                                       Appendix 

 

                                                                সম্মতি পত্র (বাাংলা) 

                                 (অনগ্রুহ করে অাংশগ্রহণকােীরক পর়ে শুনারি হরব) 

আসসালামুআলাইকুম, 

 

আমাে নাম সানতিদা হক, ৪থ বর্ষ তবএসতস ইন তিতিওরথোতপ তশক্ষাথী,বাাংলারদশ হহলথ প্ররিশনস 

ইনতিটিউট (তবএইচতপআই)। আতম এই গরবর্ণা অধ্যয়ন পতেচালনা কেতি যা B.Sc এে অাংশ। 

বাাংলারদশ হহলথ প্ররিশনস ইনতিটিউট (তবএইচতপআই), ঢাকা তবশ্বতবদযালরয়ে অধ্ীরন তিতিওরথোতপ 

হপ্রাগ্রারম এবাং আমাে গরবর্ণাে তশরোনাম হল "হরারকে পরে ভােসাময এবাং কাযষকাতেিা উন্নি কেরি 

ফ্র্যারেল অনশীলরনে কাযষকাতেিা"। হসই কােরণ আতম তকিুবযতিগি এবাং অনযানয সম্পতকষ ি িথয সম্পরকষ  

িানরি চাই। এটি প্রায় ১৫-২০ তমতনট সময় হনরব। 

 

আতম আপনারক িানারি চাই হয এটি একটি সমূ্পণষরূণষ হপশাদাে অধ্যয়ন এবাং অনয হকান উরেরশয বযবহাে 

কো হরব না। আপনাে দ্বাো প্রদত্ত সমস্ত িথয হগাপনীয় তহসারব তবরবতচি হরব এবাং হকানও প্রতিরবদন বা 

প্রকারশে হক্ষরত্র এটি তনতিি কো হরব হয িরথযে উৎস হবনামী থাকরব। 

এই অধ্যয়রন আপনাে অাংশগ্রহণ হেচ্ছাকৃি এবাং আপতন হকান হনতিবাচক পতেণতি িা়োই এই অধ্যয়রনে সময় 

৭ তদরনে মরধ্য তনরিরক প্রিযাহাে কেরি পারেন। সাক্ষাত্কারেে সময় আপতন পিন্দ করেন না বা উত্তে তদরি 

চান না এমন একটি তনতদষ ষ্ট প্ররেে উত্তে না হদওয়াে অতধ্কােও আপনাে েরয়রি। 

অধ্যয়ন বা অাংশগ্রহণকােী তহসারব আপনাে অতধ্কাে সম্পরকষ  আপনাে হকান প্রে থাকরল, আপতন আমাে সারথ 

বা আমাে সুপােভাইিাে আসমা ইসলাম, সহকােী অধ্যাপক, তিতিওরথোতপ তবভাগ, তবএইচতপআই-এে সারথ 

হযাগারযাগ কেরি পারেন। 

আতম শুরু কোে আরগ আপনাে হকান প্রে আরি? 

িাই ইন্টােতভউ তনরয় এতগরয় যাওয়াে িনয আতম তক আপনাে সম্মতি হপরি পাতে? 

হযাাঁ ...... না............ 

অাংশগ্রহণকােীে োক্ষে............................িাতেখ .................. 

িথয সাংগ্রহকােীে োক্ষে...........................িাতেখ..................। 
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                                          Informed consent (English) 

                                         (Please read out to the participant)  

 

Assalamu Alaikum, 

My name is Sanjida haque ,4th year BSC in  physiotherapy student of Bangladesh 

Health Professions Institute (BHPI) . I am conducting this research study which is the 

part of  B.Sc. in  Physiotherapy program and my research title is “Effectiveness of 

frenkel exercise to improve  balance and function after stroke ” under Bangladesh 

Health Professions Institute (BHPI),  University of Dhaka. Because of that I would 

like to know about some personal and other  related information. This will take 

approximately 15-20 minutes. 

I would like to inform you that this is a purely professional study and will not be used 

for any other purpose. All information provided by you will be treated as confidential 

and in the event of any report or publication it will be ensured that the source of 

information remains anonymous. 

Your participation in this study is voluntary and you may withdraw yourself  within 7 

days during this study without any negative consequences. You also have the right not 

to answer a particular question that you don’t like or do not want to answer during 

interview. 

If you have any query about the study or your right as a participant, you may contact 

with me or my supervisor Asma Islam , Assistant Professor , Department of  

Physiotherapy,  BHPI. 

Do you have any questions before I start? 

So may I have your consent to proceed with the interview? 

Yes …………..No………… 

Signature of the Participant’s........................................................ Date…………….. 

Signature of the Data collector’s………………………………… Date……………. 
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                                                     প্রশ্নাবলী (বাাংলা)  

 

ররাগীর আইডি :             

পরীক্ষার তাডরখ:  

র াবাইল নাম্বার: 

                   অাংশ-1:সা াডিক-িনসাংখযা তাডিক তথ্য 

 

 বযতিগি তববেণ 

                                                                                   

১/ ররাডগর না   

২/  বয়স  

3. ডলঙ্গ □ পুরুষ 

□   ডিলা 

৪/ ডশক্ষাগত র াগযতা □  রলখাপডা কররন নাই  

□  প্রাথ্ড ক 

□  এসএসডস  

□ এইচএসডস 

□  স্নাতক 

□  রপাস্ট গ্রািুরয়ট 

৫/বববাডিক অবস্থা □ ডববাডিত 

□  অডববাডিত  

□ ডববাি ডবরেদ 

৬/ বসবারসর স্থান  □ গ্রা  

 □ শির 

৭/ পডরবাররর ধরন □  একক 

□  র ৌথ্ 

৮/ বতত  ান পডরডস্থডত র াকারবলা করার  াডসক  বযয়  
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োস্থ্য তবর্য়ক িথযাবলী 

 

১/ ওিন  

  

২/ উচ্চতা  

৩/ ডব এ  আই  

৪/ শারীডরক প্রকার □  র াটা 

□  ডচকন 

□   াঝাডর 

৫/ রকা- রডবডিটি  প্রকার  

৬/ রকা-  রডবডিটির সাংখযা □  একটি 

□  একাডধক 

 

 

 

 

হিাক সম্পতকষ ি িথযাবলী 

 

১/ ররারকর ধরন □  ইরেড ক  

□  রির াররডিক 

২/আক্রান্ত অাংশ □  িান 

□  বা  

৩/পডরবাররর  রধয কাররা ররাক িরয়রে □ িযাাঁ  

□  না  

 

৪/পূরবত ররাক িরয়রে  □ িযাাঁ  

□  না  
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                                                           পূবতবতী পরীক্ষা 

                                           অাংশ 2 :  ভারসা য  ূলযায়ন 

 

 

 

কাি  ডনরদত শনা   রকার  

১/ বসা রথ্রক দাাঁ ডারনা  অনুগ্রিপূবতক দাাঁ ডান। 

রচষ্টা করুন সািার যর িনয 

আপনার িাত বযবিার না 

কররত 

 □  ৪-িারতর সািা য োডা দাাঁ ডারত 

পারর এবাং ভারসা য রক্ষা কররত পারর 

□  ৩- িারতর সািা য ডনরয় ডনরি ডনরি 

দাাঁ ডারত পারর 

□  ২-  িারতর সািা য ডনরয় করয়কবার 

রচষ্টার পর দাাঁ ডারত পারর 

□ ১-   দাাঁ ডারত অথ্বা ভারসা য রক্ষা 

কররত নূযনত  সির াডগতা লারগ 

□  0- দাাঁ ডারত র াটা ুটি অথ্বা সমূ্পর্ত 

সির াডগতা লারগ 

 

২/ অবলম্বন োডা দাাঁ ডারনা  অনুগ্রিপূবতক রকান ডকেুর 

সািা য োডা ২ ড ডনট দাাঁ ডান। 

□ ৪- ডনরাপদ ভারব দুই ড ডনট দাাঁ ডারত 

পারর। 

□ ৩-প তরবক্ষক  সি ২ ড ডনট দাাঁ ডারত 

পারর। 

□  ২- অবলম্বন োডা 30  রসরকন্ড 

দাাঁ ডারত পারর। 

□  ১-  করয়কবার রচষ্টার পর অবলম্বন 

োডা ৩০ রসরকন্ড দাাঁ ডারত পারর। 

□ 0-  অবলম্বন োডা 30 রসরকন্ড 
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দাাঁ ডারত পারর না।  

 

 

৩/ডপরে অবলম্বন োডা 

ডকন্তু র রঝ অথ্বা টুল ডদরয় 

পারয় অবলম্বরনর সািার য 

বসা। 

 অনুগ্রিপূবতক িাত ভাাঁ ি 

করর দুই ড ডনট বসুন। 

□ ৪-ডনরাপদ  ভারব ২ ড ডনট বসরত পারর 

□  ৩-প তরবক্ষর্সি ২ ড ডনট বসরত পারর। 

□ ২ - ৩০ রসরকন্ড বসরত পারর 

□  ১- ১০ রসরকন্ড বসরত পারর 

□ 0- অবলম্বন োডা ১০ রসরকন্ড বসরত 

পারর না 

 

৪/ দাাঁ ডারনা রথ্রক বসা  অনুগ্রিপূবতক   বসুন। □ ৪- নূনযত  িারতর সািার য োডা  

ডনরাপরদ  বসরত পারর। 

□ ৩-িারতর সািা য  দ্বারা   বসরত পারর। 

□ ২- ভারসা য রক্ষার িনয রচয়াররর 

ডবরুরে বযবিার করর 

□ ১- ডনরি ডনরি ভারসা যিীন ভারব 

বসরত পারর 

□ 0- বসরত সািা যকারী প্ররয়ািন িয় 

 

৫/ স্থানান্তর  অনুগ্রিপূবতক িারত ভর 

ডদরয় রচয়ারর একডদরক 

এবাং ভর োডা অনযডদরক 

স্থানান্তর িরত রচষ্টা করুন। 

□ 4- নূযনত   িারতর সািা য োডা  

ডনরাপরদ স্থানান্তর িরত পারর 

□ 3-িারতর সািা য দ্বারা  ডনরাপরদ স্থানান্তর 

িরত পারর। 

□ 2- র ৌডখক ডনরদত শনা অথ্বা প তরবক্ষর্ 

 াধযর  স্থানান্তর িরত পারর 
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□ 1-  এক িন  সািা যকারীর প্ররয়ািন িয়। 

□ 0- দুইিন সািা যকারী প্ররয়ািন িয়।  

 

 

৬/অবলম্বন োডা রচাখ বন্ধ 

অবস্থায় দাাঁ ডারনা 

 অনুগ্রিপূবতক রচাখ বন্ধ 

করুন এবাং ১০ রসরকন্ড 

দাাঁ ডান 

□ ৪-১০ রসরকন্ড ডনরাপরদ  দাাঁ ডারত পারর। 

□  ৩ প তরবক্ষরর্র  াধযর  ১০ রসরকন্ড 

ডনরাপরদ দাাঁ ডারত পারর 

□ ২-৩ রসরকন্ড দাাঁ ডারত পারর। 

□ ১- ৩ রসরকন্ড রচাখ বন্ধ রাখরত পারর না 

ডকন্তু দাডারত পারর। 

□ 0- পরড  াওয়া ররাধ কররত সািা য 

প্ররয়ািন 

 

৭/ দুই পা একত্র করর 

অবলম্বনিীন ভারব দাাঁ ডান। 

 অনুগ্রিপূবতক দুই পা এক 

করুন এবাং রকান সািা য 

োডা দাাঁ ডান 

□ ৪- দুই পা এক করর স্বাধীনভারব এক ড ডনট 

দাাঁ ডারত পারর 

□ ৩- প তরবক্ষর্সি দুই পা  একত্র করর 

স্বাধীনভারব এক ড ডনট দাাঁ ডারত পারর. 

□ ২-  দুই পা  একত্র করর  দাাঁ ডারত পারর ৩০ 

রসরকরন্ডর ক  

□ ১- দাডারত সািা য প্ররয়ািন িয় ডকন্তু ১৫ 

রসরকন্ড পা একত্র রাখরত পারর। 

□ 0- দাডারত সািা য প্ররয়ািন িয় ডকন্তু ১৫ 

রসরকন্ড পা একত্র রাখরত পাররনা। 

 

৮/ দাাঁ ডারনা অবস্থায় দুই  দুই িাত ৯০ ডিডগ্র উঁচু □ ৪- সঠিকভারব ২৫ রসডিড টার সা রন  
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িাত উঁচু করর সা রন ডদরক 

ঝুাঁ কা 

করুন। আঙু্গল টানটান করুন 

 তটা সম্ভব সা রন  ঝুকুন. 

র রত পারর 

□ ৩- সঠিকভারব 12 রসডিড টার সা রন 

র রত পারর 

□ ২- সঠিকভারব ৫ রসডিড টার সা রন র রত 

পারর 

□ ১-  সা রন র রত পারর ডকন্তু প তরবক্ষর্ এর 

প্ররয়ািন িয়।  

□ 0- ভারসা য িাডররয় রেরল অথ্বা অরনযর 

সিায়তা লারগ. 

 

 

৯/দাাঁ ডারনা অবস্থায়  র রঝ 

রথ্রক রকান বস্তু রতালা।  

  র রঝরত আপনার 

পারয়র সা রন রাখা বস্তুটি 

তুলুন 

□ ৪-সিরি এবাং ডনরাপরদ বস্তুটি তুলরত পারর 

□ ৩- বস্তুটি তুলরত পারর ডকন্তু প তরবক্ষর্ 

প্ররয়ািন িয়. 

□ ২-  বস্তুর 2-5  রসডিড টার প তন্ত র রত পারর 

ডকন্তু তুলরত পারর না, তরব ভারসা য রক্ষা 

কররত পারর 

□ ১- বস্তুটি তুলরত পারর না এবাং রচষ্টা স য় 

প তরবক্ষর্ প্ররয়ািন িয় 

□ 0- রচষ্টা কররত পাররনা অথ্বা ভারসা য রক্ষার 

িনয সািা যকারী প্ররয়ািন িয় 

 

১০/ দাাঁ ডারনা অবস্থায় িান  আপনার বা  কাধ  বরাবর □ ৪- দুই ডদরক ঘুররত পারর এবাং স ানভারব   
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এবাং বা  কাধ ডদরয় 

রপেরন তাকারনা    

ডপেরন ঘুরুন।একইভারব 

িানডদরক ঘুরুন। 

ভর রদয় 

□ ৩- শুধু াত্র একডদরক ঘুররত পারর এবাং 

অনযডদরক ক   ভর রদয় 

□ ২- শুধু াত্র  পারশ তাকারত পারর তরব 

ভারসা য রক্ষা কররত পারর 

□ ১- ঘুরার স য় প তরবক্ষর্ প্ররয়ািন িয় 

□ 0-  ভারসা য  রক্ষার িনয সািা যকারী  

প্ররয়ািন িয় 

১১/  ৩৬০ ডিডগ্র ঘুরুন।  ঘুরর একটি বৃত্ত সম্পন্ন 

করুন। থ্া ুন এবাং 

অপরডদরক আবার একটি 

বৃত্ত সম্পন্ন করুন। 

□ ৪-৪ রসরকন্ড অথ্বা তার ক  স রয় ৩৬০ 

ডনরাপরদ ঘুররত পারর 

□ ৩-৪ রসরকন্ড অথ্বা তার ক  স রয় একডদরক 

ডনরাপরদ ৩৬০ ডিডগ্র ঘুররত পারর 

□ ২- ৩৬০ ঘুররত পারর তরব স য় রবডশ লারগ 

□ ১- প তরবক্ষর্ অথ্বা র ৌডখক ডনরদত শনা 

প্ররয়ািন। 

 

 

 

  □ 0-  টানত  স য় সািা যকারী প্ররয়ািন  
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১২/অবলম্বন োডা 

দাাঁ ডারনার স য় এক পা 

সা রন ডদন অথ্বা টুরলর 

ওপর রাখুন 

 ডবপরীতভারব এক পা টুরল  

রাখুন এবাং অনয পা  

র রঝরত রাখুন এভারব 

চারবার করুন। 

□ ৪-ডনরি ডনরি ডনরাপরদ দাাঁ ডারত পারর এবাং 

২০  রসরকরন্ড ৮ টি ধাপ ডদরত পারর 

□ ৩- ডনরি ডনরি ডনরাপরদ দাাঁ ডারত পারর এবাং 

২০ রসরকরন্ড ৮টির  ক  ধাপ ডদরত পারর। 

□ ২-৪ টি ধাপ ডদরত পারর সািা য োডা তরব 

প তরবক্ষর্ প্ররয়ািন 

□ ১-২  টির ক  ধাপ ডদরত পারর এবাং নূনযত  

সািা য লারগ 

□ 0- ভারসা য রক্ষার িনয সািা য প্ররয়ািন িয় 

অথ্বা কররত পারর না 

 

 

 

 

 

১৪/এক পারয় দাাঁ ডারনা।  অবলম্বন োডা  তক্ষর্ 

সম্ভব এক পারয় দাাঁ ডান। 

□ ৪-ডনরি ডনরির পা তুলরত পারর এবাং ১০  

রসরকরন্ডর রবডশ স য় ধরর থ্াকরত পারর 

□ ৩- ডনরি ডনরি পা তুলরত পারর এবাং  ৫ 

রথ্রক ১০ রসরকন্ড থ্াকরত পারর। 

□ ২- ডনরি ডনরির পা তুলরত পারর  ৩রসরকন্ড 

বা ক  স য় থ্াকরত পারর। 

□ ১- পা তুলরত রচষ্টা করর ডকন্তু ৩ রসরকন্ড 

রাখরত পাররনা তরব ডনরি ডনরি দাাঁ ডারত পারর। 

□ 0- রচষ্টা কররত পারর না এবাং পরড  াওয়া 

ররারধ সািার যর প্ররয়ািন। 
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র াট নম্বর:    

                                                          

                    

টাই  আপ এবাং রগা রটস্ট (TUG): 

 

1. ররাগী ডনয়ড ত পারয়র িুতা পররবন এবাং প্ররয়ািরন িাাঁ টার স য় সািা যকারী ডিভাইস বযবিার কররত 

পাররন। 

2. ররাগী বরস থ্াকা অবস্থায় শুরু কররবন। 

3. ররাগী রথ্রাডপরস্টর ডনরদত রশ দাাঁ ডডরয় থ্াকরব: 3 ড টার িাাঁ টরব, ঘুরর  ারব, 

রচয়ারর ডেরর ডগরয় বসরব। 

4. ররাগী বসরব এবাং সারথ্ সারথ্  স য়  রশষ িরব 

5. বযবহৃত সিায়ক ডিভাইসটি নডথ্ভুক্ত কররত ভুলরবন না। 

 

পতরনর ঝুাঁ ডক: 1. উচ্চ ঝুাঁ ডক (>13.5 রসরকন্ড): 

 

2. ডকেুই নয় /ডনম্ন/ ধয  (<13.5 রসরকন্ড): 

 

 স য়( রসরকন্ড): 

 সিায়ক ডিভাইস বযবহৃত: 

                                      □ রকারনাটিই নয় 

                                      □ কযান  

                                      □  ক্রাচ 

                                       □ অনযানয 
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োধ্ীনিা সম্পতকষ ি িথয। কাযষকেী োধ্ীনিা FIM হেল দ্বাো কাযষকেী োধ্ীন পতেমাপ হেল দ্বাো 

পতেমাপ কো হরয়তিল। 

 

তনরিে যত্ন পূবষবিী হোে   পেবিী হোে  

খাওয়া   

সািরগাি    

স্নান   

 রেডসাং-উপররর শরীর   

 রেডসাং-ডনম্ন শরীর   

টয়রলটিাং   

এসতিেটাে তনয়ন্ত্রণ   

 ূত্রাশয় বযবস্থাপনা   

অন্ত্র বযবস্থাপনা   

গতিশীলিা   

স্থানান্তর: ডবোনা, রচয়ার, হুইলরচয়ার   

 স্থানান্তর:টয়রলট   

 স্থানান্তর: টব, ঝরনা   

গতিশতি    

িাাঁ টা/হুইলরচয়ার   

ডসাঁডড   

হযাগারযাগ   

রবাধগ যতা   

অডভবযডক্ত   

সা াডিক র াগার াগ   
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স সযা স াধান   

 সৃ্মডতশডক্ত   

 হমাট FIM হোে   
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                                            Questionnaire (English) 

 

Patient ID:                                                                     Date of test: 

 

                               Part 1 :Socio demographic information 

 

1.1 Patient’s  name: 

1.2  Age:........... years 

1.3 Sex: 

●  Male  

   Female  

1.4 Educational qualifications: 

 

● Illiterate 

● Primary 

● Secondary 

● Graduation 

● Post graduation 

1.5 marital status 

● Married 

● Unmarried 

1.6 Living area 

● Rural 

● Urban 

1.7 Family type 

● Nuclear family 

● Combined family  

1.8 Monthly expenditure to deal with the current situation: 

                                          

                                                 Part 2: Physical Parameter 

2.1 Weight: 

 

2.2 Height: 

 

2.3 BMI  

 

2.4 Sleeping abnormality 

● YES 

● NO 

 

2.5 Comorbidity type: 
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                                                  Part 3: Stroke related information 

  

 

3.1  Type of lesion: 

● Ischemic 

● Hemorrhagic 

 

3.2 Affected body side: 

●  Right 

●  Left  

 

3.3 Family history of stroke: 

● Yes 

● No 

 

 2.11 Previous history of stroke: 

● Yes 

● NO 

 

 

                                                                     

                                                              Pre test  

Section - 3: Assessment of balance 

 

 

 Question  Instructions Response     score 

 2.1. Sitting to 

standing 

 please stand up. Try not 

to use your hand for 

support 

● 4. able to stand without 

using hands and stabilize 

Independence Day 

●  3.able to stand 

independently using 

hands 

●  2 .able to stand using 

hands after several tries 

●  1. needs minimal  aid to 

stand or stabilize 

●  0. needs moderate or 

maximum access to 
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stand  

2.2. Standing 

unsupported  

Please stand for 2 minutes 

without holding on  

● 4. able to stand Safely 

for 2 minutes 

●  3.able to stand 2 

minutes with supervision 

●  2. able to stand 30 

seconds unsupported 

●  1. needs Several tries to 

stand 30 seconds  

unsupported 

●  0. unable to stand 30 

seconds  unsupported  

 

2.3.  Sitting with back 

unsupported but 

 Please sit  with arms 

folded  for 2 minutes 

●  4. able to safely and 

securely seat for 2 

minutes  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Feet supported on floor or 

on a tool  

 ● 3. Able to sit  2 

minutes under 

supervision 

● 2. able to sit 30 

seconds 

● 1. able to sit 10 

seconds 

● 0. unable to sit without 

support 10 seconds 

 

 2.4. Standing to sitting  Please sit down ● 4. sits  safely with  
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minimal use of hands 

● 3. controls descent by 

using hands 

● 2 .uses back of legs 

against chair to control 

descent 

● 1 .Sits independently 

but has  uncontrolled 

descent. 

● 0. needs assist to sit 

 2.5. Transfer Arrange chair for   

pivot  

transfer. Ask subject 

to transfer one way 

toward a seat with 

armrests and one way 

toward a seat without 

armrests. You may 

use a bed and a chair. 

● 4 .able to transfer 

safely with minor use 

of hands 

● 3 .able to transfer 

safely definite need of 

hands 

● 2 .able to transfer with 

verbal cuing and/or 

supervision 

● 1. needs one person to 

assist 

● 0 .needs two people to 

assist or supervise to 

be safe 
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 2.6 .Standing  unsupported 

with eye closed  

Please close your 

eyes and   

stand still for 10 

seconds  

● 4. able to stand 10 

seconds safely 

● 3. able to stand 10 

seconds with 

supervision 

● 2. able to stand 3 

seconds 

● 1. unable to keep 

eyes closed 3 

seconds but stays 

safely 

● 0. Needs help to 

keep from falling 

 

 2.7.Standing unsupported 

with feet together 

Place your feet 

together and stand 

without holding on 

● 4. able to stand 10 

seconds safely 

 

● 3. able to stand 10 

seconds with 

supervision 

 

● 2 .able to stand 3 

seconds 

 

● 1. unable to keep 

eyes closed 3 

seconds but stays 

safely 

 

● 0. Needs help to 

keep from falling 
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 2.8. Reaching forward with 

outstretched arm while 

standing  

Lift arm to 90 

degrees.  

Stretch out  your 

fingers and 

 reach forward as far 

as you can.   (Ask 

subject to use both 

arms when reaching 

to avoid rotation of 

the trunk) 

● 4 .can reach 

forward confidently 

25 cm (10 inches) 

 

● 3. can reach 

forward 12 cm (5 

inches)  

 

● 2. Can reach 

forward 5 cm (2 

inches)  

 

● 1. reaches forward 

but needs 

supervision 

 

● 0. loses balance 

while 

trying/requires 

external support 
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 2.9. Pick up object from the 

floor from a standing 

position 

Pick up the shoe or 

slipper, 

which is placed  in 

front of  

your feet. 

● 4. able to pick up 

slipper safely and 

easily 

● 3. able to pick up 

slipper but needs 

supervision 

● 2. unable to pick up 

but reaches 2 to 5 

cm from slipper and 

keeps balance 

independently  

● 1. unable to pick up 

and need 

supervision while 

trying 

● 0. unable to 

try/needs assist to 

keep from losing 

balance or falling 
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 2.10 .Turning to look 

behind over left and 

right shoulder while 

standing 

Turn to look directly 

behind you over 

toward the left 

shoulder. repeat to 

the right.Examiner 

may pick an object to 

look at directly 

behind the subject to 

encourage a better 

twist turn.  

● 4 .Looks behind 

from both sides and 

weight   shifts well  

● 3. looks behind one 

side only. other side 

shows less weight 

shift 

● 2. turns sideways 

only but maintains 

balance 

● 1. needs supervision 

when turning. 

● 0.needs assist to 

keep from losing 

balance or falling 

 

 2.11. Turn 360 

degrees 

Turn completely 

around in a full 

circle. Pause. Then 

turn a full circle in 

the other direction 

● 4. able to turn 360 

degrees safely in 4 

seconds or less 

● 3. able to turn 360 

degrees safely one 

side only 4 seconds 

or less 

● 2. able to turn 360 

degrees safely but 

slowly 

● 1 .needs close 

supervision or verbal 

cuing 

● 0. needs assistance 

while turning 

 

 

 2.12.  Place alternate Place each foot ● 4.  able to stand  
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foot on step or tool 

while standing  

unsupported  

alternately on the 

step/tool. continue 

until each foot has 

touch the step/tool 

four times.  

independently and 

safely and complete 

8 steps in 20 seconds 

● 3. able to stand 

independently and 

complete 8 steps in> 

20 seconds 

● 2 .able to complete 4 

steps without aid 

with supervision 

● 1. able to complete > 

2 steps need minimal 

assist 

● 0 .needs assistance 

to keep from 

falling/unable to try 

2.13. Standing  

unsupported one foot 

in front 

 Place one foot 

directly in front of the 

other. If you feel that 

you cannot place 

your foot directly in 

front, try to step far 

enough ahead that the 

heel of your forward 

foot is ahead of the  

toes of the other 

Foot.( To score 3 

points, the length of 

the step should 

exceed the length of 

the Other foot and the 

width of the stance 

● 4. able to place foot 

independently  and 

hold 30 seconds 

● 3 .able to place foot 

ahead independently  

and hold 30 seconds 

● 2 .able to Take small 

step independently 

and hold 30 seconds 

● 1. needs help to step 

but can hold 15 

seconds 

● 0. loses balance 

while stepping or 

standing 
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should approximate 

the subject's normal 

stride width.) 

2.14. Standing on one 

leg 

 Stand on one leg as 

long as you can 

without holding on 

● 4 .able to lift leg 

independently and 

hold > 10 seconds 

● 3 .able to lift leg 

independently and 

hold 5-10 seconds 

● 2. able to lift leg 

independently and 

hold >_  3 seconds 

● 1 .tries to lift Leg 

unable to hold 3 

seconds but remains 

standing 

independently 

● 0 .unable to try of 

needs assist to 

prevent fall 

 

Total Score    
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Time up and go test (TUG): 

 

1. Patient wear regular footwear and can use a walking aid  if needed. 

2. The patients starts in a seated  position. 

3. The patient stands upon therapist command: walks  3 meters, turns around, 

walks  back to the chair and sits down. 

4. The time stops when the patient is seated. 

5. Be sure  to document the assistive device used. 

 

Time (seconds):  

Assistive device used: 

                                   None 

                                   Cane 

                                   Walker 

                                   Crutch  

                                   Others  

Risk for falls : 1.High Risk (>13.5 seconds): 

                        2. None /low/moderate (<13.5 seconds): 
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Independence-related information. Functional Independence was measured by 

the Functional independent measurement scale by the FIM  scale. 

 

Self-care Pre-test score  Post-test score 

Eating   

Grooming   

Bathing   

 Dressing-upper body   

 Dressing-lower body   

Toileting   

Sphincter control   

Bladder management   

Bowel management   

Transfer    

Bed, chair, wheelchair   

Toilet   

Tub, shower   

Locomotion   

Walk/wheelchair   

Stairs   

Motor Subtotal score   

Communication   

Comprehension    

Expression   

Social cognition   

Social interaction   

Problem-solving   

Memory 

 Cognitive sub-total score 
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 Total FIM score   

 

 

 

 

 

Interpretation 

 

7 Complete Independence Timely,   safely 

6 Modified independence  Extra time, device 

5  Supervision  100% 

4  Minimal assist  75% 

3  Moderate assist  50% 

2 Maximal assist   25% 

1 Total assist  less than 25%  
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